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FIRST NAVAL GROUP BEGINS TRAINING
New Voice Editor
Takes Up Duties
i

1

it

O., will head the sports staff this year
following the resignation of Bob August, and Eddie Morris, junior from
Trenton, N. J., becomes the Voice
auditor since Jane Adam's graduation
in December.
This is the first time that the editorship of the Voice has been divided
by vote of the Board of Control. The
plan decided upon last spring was to
place John in the editorship for the
first semester, and Dot for second semester. They were each to serve as associate for the other, but John's graduation necessitated the election of the
new associate editor this semester.
Dot is a member of Pyramids sorority, and president of Kappa Mu
Epsilon, math fraternity.
Joe is a
member of Sixth Section and has recently joined Phi Alpha Theta and
Congrgssjonal club.
The personnel of the .rest of the
staff remain the same as4irst semester, with John Kovach moving into
the managing editor's position and
Betsy Ross, Edith Beck, Betty Gourley,
Bill
Jones, and Grace Ohki as department heads.
Members of the present Board of
Control are Dot Rickards, editor-in-chiI Ierb Rogers, business manager;
George Koch, advertising manager;
Hank Miller, circulation manager;
Earl Nelson, sports editor; Joe Bindley, associate editor;, Eddie Morris,
auditor.
ef

Library Selects

Five New And
Important Books
i

.. Five exciting new books which have
been added to the library collection
should suit the desires and interests of
all students. There is that popular and
"The Day Must
romantic novel
Dawn" by Agnas Turnbull. It turns
back the pages of history to the bleak
winter of 1777 when Washington was
-e- ncamped-at-Valley

--
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mance of picturesque pioneer life will
interest the Pennsylvanians because
the setting is Hannastown, a "day's
ride" from Pittsburgh.
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Wooster music lovers will have, a
rare opportunity to hear the music of
the 17th and 18th centuries played on
instruments for which the compositions were written. On Thursday evening, Jan. 28, in the college chapel,
Fortnightly Music club will present
John Challis, noted performer on the
harpsichord, clavichord, and recorder.
Nation-Wid- e
Reputation
Mr. Challis who has his own craftsman's studio for making harpsichords
and clavichords in Upsilanti, Mich.,
has earned a nation-wid- e
reputation
for his recitals of music for these old
world instruments.
The intrinsic beauty of early keyboard music can be experienced best
through the medium of the instruments for which it was composed, x
The. harpsichord was . the . instrument par excellence of the 17th and
18th centuries for concert. The principle of its action is that of strings
plucked by - a most -- ingeniously ar
ranged plectrum or quill.
Clavichord
The clavichord was in olden times
the most admired of keyboard instruments. Having no pedals, no mechani-ca- l
contrivances," all its wonderful
nuance lies under the finger, resulting in tones from a scarcely audible
pianissimo to its full power.
"Without having heard the intimclaviate whispers of the sweet-tonechord, it is impossible fully to realize
the exact nature of Bach's intentions
in the immortal '4.8 preludes and
fugues'. And without the pungent
ring of the harpsichord in one's
ears, the subtle tonal graduations of
Purcell or Handel mean only a fraction of what they should. All this was
conclusively demonstrated by the admirable interpretations of Challis."
This statement is by Herbert Elwell in
the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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College Adjusts
New Curriculum
For Navy Needs
Several "adjustments" incollege life
made necessary by increased enrollment and the essential use of all available facilities have taken place since
the entrance of the naval unit at
Wooster.
The curriculum has been rearranged
to suit both college and navy needs.
Classes begin at 8:30 rather than at
8 a.m., and the morning session includes just three periods rather than
the usual four. It has been necessary
to shift the chapel period to the end
of the morning, and a few evening
classes are being held. Saturday morning is also being utilized for regular
class periods, and more rpoms are being used now for classes each period
than previously.
Some of the instructors and professors, are now teaching courses to
the navy, and their places are being
filled in many cases by other professors taking on the teaching of additional courses. A few have their teach.
(Continued on Page 4)

CHAPEL
Friday, Jan. 22 Dr. Douglass and
student meetings and notices.
Tuesday, Jan. 26

Dr.

Cowles.

Pres-.- Wishart.

Wednesday,-Janr- 27

Thursday, Jan. 28 Pres. Wishart and
announcements.
Friday,

Jan.

29

SpeeiaL musicby

John Challis.

Stalker Directs
Gum Shoe Hop
or Nothing",

"Double

1943

ver-

sion of the annual Gum Shoe Hop,
written by Fred Stead, is scheduled
and 6. John Stalker is
directing the production, Rachel Sho-befor Feb.

5

rt

composed the music, and

Mar-

is stage manager. Rehearheld every night and
being
sals are
the choruses are practicing separately.
Stalker expects to merge them next

tha Stark

week.

Today 250 Navy V-- 5 cadets are "aboard" at Wooster in the Naval
Flight Preparatory School as their first step toward becoming Ensign
and Naval Aviators training. They are under the leadership of Lt.
(JG) William Reid USNR, commanding officer and Lt. (JG) E. L
Coppock
USNR, executive officer. Two hundred of these men
are here for three months training; fifty are advanced and will be assigned to other stations within a month.
By the first week of February 200
more cadets will be "aboard" and br
Students interested in joining
early March the full complement of
the Voice staff as reporters or busi600 will be in training. Kenarden and
ness aides should stop at the Voice
probably
Hoover will be used to ac
office between 1 and 3 p.m. Moncommodate them.
day, Jan. 25 to fill out applications
A typical day 'in a cadet's life means
and to receive further directions.
getting
up at 6
(0600 Nary
Those with inactive applications
time)
dress, wash and straighten
to
from the first semester should fill
quarters. Breakfast at 6:40 with the
out a new card in order to be con- first class beginning at 7:20. Those in- I sidered thtrsemesterr- late morning classes eat at 11:30 in
Opportunities for freshman and
Kenarden; those in gym immediately
sophomore men are particularly
before lunch wait until 12:10, making
good.
two mess periods. At 1300 Navy time
(1 p.m.) classes begin again and con.
tinue until 1700 (5 p.m.) (Navy time
is on a 24 hour basis, eliminating the
use of a.m. and p.m.) From 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m. cadets have free time. The
The Big Four room will be left open time from 6 to 7 is allowed for eating.
during the day to give' the town and and relaxation At 7 the cadets musfreshman men a place to studv be ter for evening study until 9:30 when
they return to barracks.
Taps and
tween classes. It is also to be open
during the evenings and on Sunday lights out at 2200 (10 p.m.)
.
. .L
(Continued on Page 2)
wicn supervision.. nIhis decision was
among various topics of interest dis
cussed at the regular meeting of the
Big Four Monday evening, Jan. 18,

The cast

is as follows:

Johnny

Vin-

-

cent, Scott Leonard; Vic McGoon,
Hal Conwell; Anne Stillman, Dor,

othy DttiJap; Aunt Rachel Pratt, Janice Howe j Mr. Grodderg. Bud Low-the.Mrs.' Grodderb, Cary March;
I. M.
Mr. Harms, Joe Bindley;
Squirmer, Benton Kline; Telegraph
boy, Joe Lane; Dance director, Paul
r;

Weimer.

First of Two Game Series Tonight
As Scot Cagers Meet Mount Union

g
cagers will journey to Alliance this eveWooster's
Smeltz, the newly elected
(Friday) to take on the Mount Union Purple Raiders in the first
Those who enjoy autobiography will speaker, will deliver a thesis on "The ning
e
game of a
series. The' Raiders, Conference Champions in
JindJ!Iurning PointLThirty-fiv- e
Years Stateof the Nation". Sergeant-at-arm- s
seventh win of the current camFred Evans will give a speech 1941" and 1942, will be' looking for their
in This Century" an interesting study.
Bob
Wright's boys have rolled over
It is the autobiography of Klaus with the traditional title of "Wind paign against no setbacks. To date Coach
such formidable opponents as Ohio University, Ohio Wesleyan, Youngstown,
Mann, son of the German novelist Currents and Air Convections in the
and Kent State, displaying real offensive power in each contest. With this
Thomas Mann, now - living in the Congressional Chambers." There will
impressive stare behind them the men from Mount, will once again be , the
n
United States"
7 be7 the" usual "current "events session,
"
,
and the adjournment will be made to team to beat for Conference honors.
schedbattle
evening's
This
was
;
the Shack.
"Will Germany Crack?" by
Reash. Both Baughman, rangy center,
uled after both Mount Union and
Paul Hagere (pseud.) tells the exand Schlott, a high scoring forward,
Wooster dropped Bowling Green from
citing story of present day condiselections last
were
their initial slate. It is taking the place
Will
Sponsor
tions in Germany. The author is '
patched up
operation
has
An
year.
of the BeeGee-Mougame, originalan Australian who has had an
knee
trick
and the
Dances For Navy Cadets ly set for the 22nd. The action by the Jim De Witt's
active part in underground anti- Mount captain is again seeing heavy
respective athletic departments came
Nazis activities. The material is
duty. Bill Herman, a Dover high grad,
first meeting of the Y.W.C.A'. following the withdrawal of the down-stat- e
The
recent and credible and makes
is the freshman sensation
of the
k
school from the Ohio Conferthis term will be held in lower
for good reading.'
down
Purple
Holding
Raiders.
a startWednesday, Jan. 27. The speak- ence. Gasoline rationing and reports
ing berth from the beginning of the
that Bowling Green was going in for
er has not been announced.
Herman is at present high
For all camera fans and those inbasketball were further in- season,
the navy are being sponDances
for
for Mount. Another frosh
terested in the latest news photopoint
man
by the Y.W. and eventually all fluences in making the decision. Events
graphs the "U. S. Camera, 1943" sored
to watch is Ed Hrivnak from Lake-woowomen of the college will have an in Ohio athletic circles have since
will provide great enjoyment.
ope of the team's better shots.
confirmed rumors concerning BeeGee's
opportunity to attend.
Scot line-up- ,
The
out to avenge
basket ball aspirations.
Red Cross room on the firs
The
last
season's
0
shellacking
at the
All those who have changed their
Many of the big guns of Mount hands of the Raiders, will probably
floor of Hoover will be open for stuaddress since last semester or who
dents to work again this term. Time teams in former years are once again be the same as that which trounced
will be changing during the semesschedules are posted on the bulletin ringing up "buckets" for the Purple Case last week-end- :
Jerry Katherman
ter- are requested to report their
Raiders. Leading the parade this sea- and Bill Lytle at the forwards, Harry
boards in the women's dormitories..
new address to the Voice office.
t,
The point system is still in effect son are such stars as Captain Jim
Eicher at the pivot spot, and Rich
Copies of the Voice will 'be at the
Baugh-mawill
Rudy
be
the
Schlott,
reward
close
given
and.
and
Stan
a
at
Sproull
and Bob Homan in the rear
Student Union for those whose adably supported by lettermen Bob court.
the session for the girl who has
of
i
dress has already been changed,
Cope, George Ewing, and Wilbur
spent the most time in Y.W. work.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Kappa Thetes See
Cleveland Playhouse
In Murder Comedy
Leads of the cast ofthe Kappa
Theta Gamma play, "Arsenic and Old
Lace", last week went to Cleveland to
see . the Cleveland Playhouse present
their version of the drama.
Rehearsals of the play begin' this
week, under Dr. Lean's direction and
it is scheduled for presentation Mar.
11, 12, and 13, with the possibility
of other dates if necessary.
The cast of this play which has been
described as a caricature on crime,' a
masterpiece in lunacy and a coup
d'etat in wit will be led by Jane Men
old and Clarice Miraldi playing the
parts of Abby Brewster and Martha
Brewster respectively. Other leading
characters will be portrayed by John
Stalker as Mortimer Brewster, Douglass Zbok as Teddy Brewster, Herbert
Rogers as Jonathan Brewster, and
John Bathgate as Dr. Einstein. The
remaining members of the cast have
not entirely been decided upon. They
will include, however, Phemia Hay-manPaul Weimer and G e 0 r g e
Phelps.

Cowles Addresses

in the Big Four room.
Several USO' projects to relieve the
Navy recreation problem were sug
gestedwThe pooL table was loaned to
them to use in lower Douglass for the
duration of their stay, and the Big
Four in cooperation with Westminster
- eomhlnatlnn
Church plan to buv
for their use.
The custom of standing a moment
in silence for the men in service has
been continued starting this week. It is
held on Wednesday at 10:25 and the
chapel bell will ring throughout. '
This was the first meeting of the
semester and was Dresided over Kv
)ick Craven, newly elected president.
vic-radi- o

Herring Lectures
On Problems Of
Pan-Americanis-

m

Initiation Meeting

Dr. Frank W. Cowles, head of the
Latin department,' will be the guest
speaker at t h e mid-yea- r
initiation
meeting of Phi Alpha Theta. national
history honorary fraternity.The meet
ing will be held in lower Babcock next
Thursday, Jan. 28 at 7:30 pjn.
A new president, Margaret Welsh.
who was elected at a brief business
meeting Monday, Jan. 18, will ore- side at the initiation. Bill Hail who
was president last semester and was
graduated in December is now in the
service and is stationed at Miami.
:
Fla.
The six students who are elicnble
to be initiated are: Jane Atkinson. Toe
Bindley, .Betty Lou Dickens, Fred
Evans, Richard Matsumoto. and Tohn
Smeltz.
In the past it has been the custom
of the fraternity to have a formal
banquet and an
n
speaker
for this mid-yea- r
initiation which is
their most important meeting of the
year. However, in line with the many
adjustaientsecessary-lowafncondi-

-"

the group is eliminarinor the
banquet, and has ask a member of our
own faculty to speak this year.
Future plans of the
dude papers to be presented by the
members on important historical book
and summaries of honors papers pre
Hons,

hv

J

-

Officers at Meeting
Eleanor Webster has been made the
of the W.S.G.A., and
Alice Neff has been made the Senior Representative on the Administrative Board. At the last meeting of the
W.S.G.A., Tuesday, Jan. 19, elections
were held for a new secretary, The
nominees for the office were Martha
Stark (who declined), Virginia Clark
and Margo Drury. Margo Drury was
elected the new secretary.

pared by its members.

new treasurer

Dept. Announces

Oratorical Contest

HUBERT C. HERRING

"The first thing to keep in mind in
considering Latin "America is' to re
member that it is not a unity." Dr.
" The Sunday Evening Forum in coHubert
Herring, authority on the culoperation with Westminster Church
life of Latin America in his
and
ture
will present a vesper program of saclecture
in
chapel Wednesday evening,
red music in Westminster Chapel next
20,
stressed
the individual char
Jan
Sunday evening at 7. All who are in
acteristics
problems
and
of the Latin
terested are cordially invited to atAmerican
countries
and
relation
our
tend.
ship
with
them.
Plans for future meetings of the
Dr. Herring has specialized on
Sunday Evening Forum include arSouth
America for 20 years. In 1941
rangements for meetings of students
flew
he
around to all the state capifaculty
and
in an effort to promote
fellowship between the two groups. A tals in South America and interviewed
similar program carried out last year the leaders of the various countries.
met with a considerable degree of sucHe is both founder and director of
cess.
the 'Committee on Cultural Relations
with Latin America and has attended
conferences for ten
Freshman Forum
years.
Dr. Herring keeps up his interpre
All freshmen are asked to attend tations of Latin America
with many
a meeting of Freshman Forum this study trips to all Europe.
"Good
Sunday at 9:43 o'clock in Kauke 201. Neighbors" Mr.
Herring's book which
The topic of discussion is now being is known to many students, is based
on
planned by the Forum committee.
the question: Will Latin America nln
President Alice Rodgers lias reported with us or with Germany?.
that, because of illness the local Jewinis lecture nas been made pos
ish Rabbi, who had been originally
sible by the Class of 1917 lectureship
scheduled to speak, will be unable to ..t;ti
wmcn- 1nas given tne
college many
be present.
(Continued on Page 4)

SEE. Holds --Vespers :

Pan-America-
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Alpha Theta

out-of-tow-
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WSGA Elects New

Phi

7

s,

'

The Deans office announced the
date for re examination for those
students who received "E" in any
subject as set for Saturday, Jan.
30. A fee of one dollar will be
charged for these exams and is payable in the Deans office

--

hl

Big Four Plans
U. S.O. Projects

-

Pictured above are, from left to right, President Wishart, Dean Westhafer and Lt. Reid

the oldest club on
open the second half

of its thirty-fourtsession next Tuesday evening. At that time, Joe Bindley, Bill Lytle, and Ed Beatty will be
inducted into the membership, and
several more new members will be
elected.

in

ii

Courtesy Wootter Daily Record
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At Opening Meeting

the present world condition entitled "Edge of the Abyss". He
has attempted to analyze the
causes of the present disaster and
finds thern rooted in the economic,
political arid literary degradation
of western civilization which he
believes has followed the denial
of the sterner Christian virtues.
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Fortnightly Club
Presents Challis
At Harpsichord

To Induct Members

Alfred Noyes, the famous English poet, has written a timely
and pertinent book on causes of

Pre-Flig-

Wishart Vfesthaier, Lt Reid Discuss Navy Plans

Control Board Elects Bindley as Associate Editor,
Nelson as Sports Editor and Morris as Auditor
Dot Rickards, senior from Mechanicsburg, Pa., has taken over the
editorship of The Voice for the second semester of this school year.
She succeeds John Stranahan who was graduated from Wooster in
December. Associate Editor for the second semester will be Joe Bindley,
junior from Huntington, W. Va.
Earl Nelson, junior from Barberton,'

Naval
Cadets Receive
Training From Officers, Faculiy;
Rest of Quota "Aboard" by March

The Ohio State oratorical contest
for men will be held Mar. 19 and 20
at Ohio Wesleyan. On those dates
also will be held the state oratorical
contest for women, and state reading
contest for women, and the Ohio intercollegiate peace oratories contest.
Previously all these contests were
held on separate dates.
'
The Speech department announces
that local preliminary contests will be
held sometimes in February. Anyone
interested in these contests should see
Dr. Lean, the derartment head.

-

.

Postpone

Co-o- p

.

Concert

The Cooperative concert featurins
Ida Krehm, pianist, scheduled for
Thursday, Jan. 7, was postponed because of conflicting vacation plans.
It is now announced that it will be
held on Monday, Feb. 13. As yet
there is no definite information as to
the program.
-

--

n

First Quarter Bills Due
Students with unpaid bills for the
first half of this semester are asked
by the treasurer to settle them as toon
as possible. Statements for these bills
which were due on Jan. 13 have been
mailed to the address on the student
fee card.
Those students who fail to pay their
bill shortly will risk being barred from
entrance to their classes.
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CAMPUS SEEMS strange. evep
THE
many seniors these days, because of the
fact that over the Christmas holidays, two hun,
dred and fifty Navy boys were dropped here.
The war also removed some of the old faces
during the vacation and the graduation in
December resulted in the loss of many active
.--
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Editor's note: This column baa been designed for (he purpose of presenting
It is hoped that it can become a column for the men
here on the campus and it is with that view in mind that we extend the offer
men to contribute anything which they feel would be enjoyed by all to the
column. Phone 898-R- .

Ir

g

all service news, available.

seniors.

To the Navy boys too, the campus seems
very strange. Although many of them have
attended college in the past, the circumstances
under which they are present here may make
the Wooster campus seem cold and perhaps
We students of Wooster have
had a tradition of saying "hello" to
we passed on the campus. We can
hardly say "hello" to a squad of Navy boys
marching from class to class, but we can and
will speak to them . when they are
This is just one of the many things which we
as students can do to help make the boys feel

ior NmmmI Adwtianc by NatioaaJ Achorriani
Naw Ycafc. N. T,
.
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Dorothy Rickards
Herb Kfl
Joe Bindley
Earl Nelson

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

Justness Manager
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Make-u- p
Editor
Manager
-- Advertising
Circulation Editor
Associate
Sports
Managing
Copy
Feature

--

John Kovach
Betsy Ron
Barbara Haas-Elian Vaugh
George Koch.
Hank Miller
Ed Morris

.

y.

al-wa-

ys

ev-eryo-

ne

Betty Rom, Edith Beck, Betty Gourley,
Grace Ohki, Bill Jones

ASSISTANTS
Norm Wright, Betty Geating, Cary March, Helen Chandler,
Marjorie Mould, Jeanne Cutner, Anne Fisher, Everett Campbell, Sally Wade, Ginny Miller, Scotty Mclntyre, Dick Caton,
Marfe Page, Jeanne Waahabaugh, Wayne Brubaker, Betty
Talbot, Bernioe Brule, Bill Jones, Peg Miller, Charlotte
Dow, Anne Bowman, Eileen Palmer, Peggy Welsh, Mary
Anne Brown, Robert McFarlan, Tom Dennia, Robert lion'
aheim, Rudy Matorek, Barbara Voorhiea, Olive May Holtt,
Eunice McAdoo, Martha Ann Kelley, Dick Yoder, Grace Hall,
Alice Quin, Lee On thank, Doria Scheu, Mary Iaabel Love,
Janet Reid, Kay Bush.

BUSINESS

WHO BELIEVE uTeducation have
to keep and a future to guard.
This, is, of all times, .one in which we must see
to it that 'the light does not go out.' We are
the eternal, optimists and idealists." In spite of
discouragement let us continue to have faith
in education as our one great hope. Let us discover that kind of form of education which

rge

a-cha-

one-arme-

H

grapefruit that
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C'mon Qui!
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ENROLLMENT

Saturday afternoon the WAA girls will put
some, o
e.
more "at ease" with .a BENEFIT"
BRIDGE from
in lower Babcock. In spite
of rationing, there, will be food, prizes, and a

are absorbed
'

"

'."

'

by

""

'

f

-

Italy has ruled out new registrations
the duration of the war.

1

All

i

to bombing.

fjJndi

And it will take more than foreign complications and. the Navy and Saturday classes to
eliminate the
VIC DANCE
in lower Babcock from

8-1-
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NOTES ON NYLONS
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co-ed-

s

are

iaking over

jobs teaching the navy are under Prof. C. O. Williamson, head of
the mathematics department and coordinator of the
fac-ult- y
group.
navy-teachin- g

ior more

Plans

Instructors in physics are Dr. Earl
W. Ford, Dr. Warren P. Spencer,,
and Leslie Thomas, of the faculty,
and Mrs. Joseph Henderson and
also of this city.

and parlies for

the Navy men are being considered
by the deans in cooperation with the
coed committee who arranged the
navy dance in Douglass hall last
evening.
This week, Saturday," Jan. 23, a
group of town girls are arranging for
a dance downtown to which the navy
men are invited.
,
-- The college committee hopes
to announce a regular schedule for Saturday evening dances or similar enter
tainment. At the dance last .week men
and girls wishing to attend were asked
to sign up ahead of time, and this
system may be continued.
"The student committee is
Mamie
Thomas, Phemie Haymans,
Martha
Stark, Tink Carter, and Kenny Comp.
ton.

Rob-ertRee-

'

-

might remember if they aren't already aware of them:

Useable stockings" 'include silk, nylon, mixtures of silk and rayon,
silk and nylon, nylon and rayon, silk and cotton, and nylon and cotton
.

Mrs. Emerson W. Miller, William
Coach William Schroeder
ing communications.

are teach-

.

Two naval officers have been sent
the college to take over the daily
physical education classes.
to

.

"Sir"
The Navy tradition of "sir" is
to the point of calling the women
professors "sir."

car-rie- d

The Voice has
,

if

.

arranged ior a special

subscription rate for the Navy and
CPT men on the campus to enable
them to 'receive the college newspaper
Rudolf Kogari, 20,
stu- during their stay here. This fate is set
dent at University of Minnesota and at 25 cents for the
semester.
recently overcame
Servicemen should fill out the subJL na.tive jf
nationality barrierTahd was inducted scription blank and bring it with
their :
into the army after a
strug- 25 cents to the Voice office in Kauke
gle to get in.
'
(A
basement before Tuesday, Jan. 26.

Inductee

al

12-mon-

th

...

Don't contribute other silk or nylon garments . . '."Don't expect to be paid
for your contributions
it's strictly a proposition for patriots . . . Hosiery
collection depots are set up at hosiery counters in retail stores . . . Stores
will continue to sell the Few new stocks of silk and nylon hose that are left

If

you want to contribute

your time as well as your stockings, get in
touch with your local salvage chairmen . . . And on the final point, Capital
to Campus is cautidhs enough to quote the government: "Be sure all salvaged
hose are washed.".
.

. .

d,

G DeVeny, Louis W. Ingram, and

Rui,

,

-

a few things

who

.

pre-medic-

Miller's Cabin will be the place Saturday
nighfv, and Pat Klines brain child will take over
at the PEANUT very INFORMAL. They're
hoping that their taffy pull won't result in too
much of a Peanut' butter flavor1:"

ALL-COLLEG- E

in certain university courses for

professors at the University of Buenos Aires have been
'ordered to quit their jobs, according to short wave radio from Chile.

gaj

'

'

5

jBji

and to advance in position accordingly. Students admitted to the staff are 6eldom dropped
except in cases of obvious disinterest.

of the country's total male collegiate population

d

EDUCATION ELSEWHERE
The Italians are evacuating schools in zones exposed

oss

powers-that-be-behind-the-Red-Cr-

and Third promises provender and pleasure
from Hal Vandersall and the ubiquitous Fred

We try to give each member of the Voice
staff a fair chance to show what he is worth

NOTE

College and university enrollment has dropped about 14 per cent in
the last year, according to latest figures from the Office of Education. That
figure, wjll becomemorejmposing as 18 and 19 year olds vho make up

--

8-1-

.

Ricbtet Reports from Washington
"

Faculty members

g,

Sat-"nrda- y

Kenarden' will start to make its last stand
on Saturday night from
when SECOND
and THIRD Sections respectively (and respectfully, they' say) hold OPEN HOUSES.

directions.

Jy

ACP'a

rubber here and there.

.

tradi- -

(g&SW&IL to

the army,

2--

spot-weldin-

dances

week-

A dozen midwest universities have
been designated to train cooks
and
bakers for the navy. (ACP)

i

th

jFur

1.

fth

urs

stern-appearin- g

jaws
well,

ht

Navy Bakers

W. E. Stoneburner, Virgil Hiatt,
James Anderson, Jr., Stanley Davis,
together with Prof. Williams have
Airplanes
taken charge of the first navigation
Research-o- nta- - give classes,
more speed to airplane production
Math instructors for the naval proas well as to increase the plane's flight- - gram
are Charles B. Moke, John
. speed and lighten the load, is being
Hutchison, IJ2. Knight, professor em.
conducted at the University of South. eritis
of mathematics since June 1941,
,ern California.-(AC- P)
.
v
and - Mrs. John F. Myers and Rev;
Joseph H. Varner of Wooster.

huh-two-three-fo-

weeks from Christmas and
gest, kiddies) effect of the invasion of tion- the Navy is thTcompIete'upset in thethe'blush"- - ason- - has - started -- al
schedules that rule our lives. Saturday eacty )
classes tear us from our oh, so' com- But 'with" the" U.S.O.' dances, some of '
fortable sleep (ah sleep, I remember us still have hope. Maybe some day,
it as well as if I'd had it last in '42 we'll see a Navy guy close enough to
. . . which I did) . Evening classes tell if he's alive.

one-thir-

from

Of course, once in a while 'we
glimpse a symbolic black tie and fuzzy
bush cut or hear the seemingly never- ending series of
across the campus. But the closest
many of us come to the Navy is to
shout "hello" to some

Then came the bitter actuality of
life. The principal (that means big- - and bewiIered by the Wooster

-

Saturday morning classes won't be upsetting Friday evening for LIVINGSTONE; the
boysare going to be dancing, eating, and enjoying George Bell's plans for OPEN HOUSE "

.

ed

sistauniform?

A A. A AAA AAA AAA
TTTTfTTTTf f ftTTffTTlTTTTTTTTTTTT
.With thel shortageof food and the overabundant use of the phrase, "What's Cookin' "
this polurhn goes war conscious along with the
rest of the campus. During the trenchant worry
of premature hangover of a term paper and the
grilling hours of bridge, the military command,. "At ease!" is a welcome sound. If we
are straining mental muscles over math, "At
d

pre-flig-

oi;

''h8hef-up"h6"s-unfamiliar'wi-

ease" paradoxically means muscle-bounbegin their inevitable motion, and
Wooster will relax with the shortened
end and rationed socfal activities.

e,

g,

Zcvie

By - ELE ANOR

When training here at Wooster is
completed the cadets will be assigned
to War Training Service, which is
similar to the old CPT. From there
the'g'o to
graining and then
to Naval Flight school. In all it takes
approximately 14 months of training
- move a cadet f
7 to
rom his start of
training to graduation from Pensacola
or Corpus Christi.
Ensign V. A. LeVoir, former Minnesota football star, is Physical Fitness director. Ensigns Peter Willox,
Tom Herman and Kent Kaighin are
temporarily assigned to Wooster to'
assist in the administration work.

),

During the Christmas vacation, the
girls developed a sparkle in their eyes,
a lilt in their voices, and hope in their
hearts. At last there would be men
enough for all . . . and who can re- -

e

-

I've taken some big towns,.
And made me some big talk,
But there Js one thing j know

co-ed- s.

ht

r,

wheneverthepanzersg0

two-fac-

let-down-

so-call-

LAatAAatAAsimtatAA.tAilA
rTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

The benefits we derive from college, as from
the rest of our lives, are in proportion to what
we are willing to expend in energy andMort,
Therefore: to your posts, students; arm yourselves for the better world that's" yours to
' '
build and save.

trying. '

is a

"By whom?" asked a husband when told

In short, we are truly the favored few, but
in return we have a responsibility to shoulder
and a serious job to do.

e,

From Smolensk to Mozhaisk,
From Kiev to Lubin,

.

that his wife was outspoken.

To be sure, our stay here might be seized
upon ,as an opportunity for delay of action,
but it is rather to our benefit to seize it as aft
opportunity for rigid preparation for a better
sort of job when we are through than we were
capable of when we started here.

Particularly to those who would fain criticize our collegiate attempts, we say: c'mon out
and join, the fun; the paper isn't always what
we had planned it to be, but at least we are

...

:'

...

Our work here is definite and important and
should be as directly and strictly supervised by
us as are the actions of any of our friends im- mediately in the. service.
.............

two-fac-

Ship ahoy! The fleet in! This was
cry of the college B. L. A Russian's
a
(before
but soon the pro- - a .
i
i
l
who
thing,
you to
leaves
A
worrisome
.
.
.
verbial dawn arrived in full bluster
sing
.
and disillusionment.
TU. li... f
(Ami
The dropping of the anchor on the
campus had many and varied affects force us into the cold winds of night,
upon the
students, but none and afternoon classes thoroughly elim.
of them followed the pattern that was inate our bridge games at the Shack,
so carefully planned by the hopeful (Morale-shatterinhuh?)

J

What this country needs
can yell "fore!"

j

ship-shap-

A Russian's a
A worrisome thing, who leaves you to
sing
The blues in Berlin,

Co-ed-

Will power: The ability to eat one salted

peanut.

merely marking time on a college campus during an emergency which has drawn deeply
upon others of our generation. For every war
must have leaders and specialists, and every
war has an aftermath which must be capably
handled to. insure the future security of a nation and a world.

,

coun-

the battle

We

WHO would like to try their
STUDENTS
hand at any phase of the Voice publication
are being given an opportunity to join the
staff now. They are asked to stop at the Voice
office in lower Kauke next Monday afternoon
between 1 and 5 p.m. to record their preferences and experience and to receive further

Anchor Causes
s
To Wail

Traffic sign in Pennsylvania village : "Slow.

We students must realize that we are not

pre-flig-

Splash Of Navy

, Child's definition: an adult is one who has

No Hospital."

the-ought-to-be.J-

lf

k,

StoppedrowirTgcept inthe middle- .-

"

Ken-arde-

air-cra- ft

See the bombs a.faUin,
Hear the blitze callin
Goering! Oh, where is the luftwaffe?
Typical titles in the Texas collec- - We ain't got no booties,
tion are "Cool Sam and Pard, or the All we got is cooties.
Terible Six from Texas" and "Des- - Goebbels! Oh, typhus and black
perate Duke, the Guadaloupe Galoot."
plague.
Die wehrmacht! Die wehrmacht!
A clickity-clicand soon we'll be back.
With the blues in Berlin.

d

Texas highway sign: "This is God's
try. Don't drive like hell!"

will serve the kind of world which we hope
is in the making. That will be our contribcanution to the world of
not strive for less." President C. A. Dystra of
the University of Wisconsin.

.

e

lish course in the literature of the west.
The books, originally sold for a
nickel, are fairly scarce now as not
many of them were placed in per- manent libraries. The Library of Con- gress itself has only about 4,500 titles,
though it is estimated at least 30,000
were published.

your clutch.

r

der Fuehrer

d

700,000-voIum-

drivers: you can't pay atwhen your mind is on
brakes
your
to
tention

.

--

for-wil-

By STARKY
At fifty, a hair in the head is worth two
in the brush.
For

By

War brings many songs. Some of
them survive; others do not. Not a
Austin, Texas (ACP) University new song, but a new turn cooked up"
of Texas students whose parents once tiv snirlpnM at Chicago Teachers col- may have frowned on their fondness .
odies the popular "Blues in
west stories now have op- Night." The new vversion, caiiea
portunlty to read plentyof-tho- se
Berlin" wasprintednnTthe- stones.
Chicago newspaper, the 'Tempo".
library of the
The
university has recently catalogued and My fuehrer done tol' me,
maae avauaDie to students a collection wh(jn j WM ift Munich
of 400 "dime novels," written and My fuehrer done tol' me,
published in the latter halt ot the nine Hans- -.
teenth century. The books were ob A Russian will fall back, and give
tained as supplementary reading mate- you the east front,
rial for students in an advanced Eng- But when the winter snows come.

HUMOR

We Who Believe

Blues In Berlin

Texas

West, Dime Novels

n,

glad to share it and we extend the hand of
welcome to you boys in the service. GLAD
TO HAVE YOU HERE!
FUR-LOUG-

of

Students Read Wild

Our' campus is to be the home of the Navy
as well as that of the student body. We are

ASSOCIATES

WE

University

will respond.

Perry Narten, Margaret Neely, Corienne Coppock, Elinor
Ehrman, Jean Curry, Ruth Twitchell, Tom Dennis, Betty
Leonard, Pat Workman, Betty Russell, Ester Robinson, Janet
Kenyan, Fred Stud.

.

War Training

Wooster has always been a place of fine
"tradition and great friendships and we hope
that the boys of the Navy will feel free to
share our facilities and our friendship. It is an
adjustment which the student body, the
and the faculty are trying, their best .
to make,, and we want to say to the Navy that
if we seem to be cold or uninterested jn you,
please overlook it. It isn't that we are not glad "
to have you;, it is only that we do not know
how to approach you; Speak to us and we

STAFF ASSOCIATES

ht

Twenty members

.

Auditor

in the service
to all service
editor of this

11

that they are a part of Wooster.
.

to the camnua

'
(Continued from Pag 1) .
change
A
in Douglass scenery, besides the lights being out at 10, is the
plain-spoke- n
signs outside the doors, "U. S. Njavy Property No Visitors
Allowed." In other words students cannot wander in to inspect changes in
Douglass; even the cadet's families are not allowed to visit. This regulation
is enforced not because the Navy is inhospitable or because any highly
secret work is going on in Douglass but because there is a serious job to be
done and the routine cannot be broken. A CMD (Cadet Mate of the Deck)
is on duty 24 hours a day.
These men are taking
.' .
ground school work and will eventually become naval aviators, being commissioned as Ensigns. A few have
been in college; most are high school for CAA
graduates who enlisted directly. Elclass entered Wooster last Friday, Jan.
igible men are from 18 to 27 years
15. This new group will remain on the
old, unmarried, high school graduates
campus
for a training period of eight,
and able to pass stiff physical, visual
weeks,
een
and will follow the same
and I.Q. exams.
course of study that previous classes
Courses of Study
have pursued. This course includes inTheir courses of study include math, struction in both
flying and ground
physics, communications (radio tcode,
school.
semaphore and blinker) , navigation,
The men are being housed in
n
meteorology,
engines and
will
and
be
I
maintained
as
a
flight principles. One and one-hahours of gym a day prepare cadets separate unit from the navy which is
soon to move into Kenarden lodge.
for stiffer hardening in
Uniforms are being issued to these
school.
men at the present time.
llAccommQdationsinJ)QugIasihave
Thg men Twhoc6mpose this unit are"
been doubled. Former double rooms
as follows: Jerome J. Roy, Marvin F.
now house four; two cadets now live
in "singles". The 50 advanced cadets Sandrock, Ray G. Saunders, Walter
L. Schesser, Richard J. Schlitters, Fred,
live on the fourth deck. In making
erick L. Schoenberger, Herbert M.
affairs
even the doors have
been removed from the rooms. Cadets Schroeder, Charles F. Schuler, Verare now using college beds and cots; non J. Schwallie, Raymond Scott,
double decker bunks are expected soon. Gordon K. Sell, Thomas L. Shively,
Claibourne P. Shonnard, Robert F.
- Confined to Campus
Silkworth, Richard J. Sinnot, Stan-for- d
During the week the cadets are limL. Sirak, John A. Smart, Bernard
ited to the confines of the base, roughR. Smith, Donald J. Smith,
and John
ly the boundaries of the campus. The
E. 'Smith.
exact area is enclosed by Wayne, Bev-eThese men, with the exception of
Beall and Pine streets. Cadets may
New Yorker, are from Ohio and
one
obtain permission to leave station lim.
Michigan.
Their training replaces the
its during their liberty from 1730
old
Civilian
Pilot Training.
(5:30 p.m.) Saturday to 2130 (9:30
The
stiff
p.m.) Sunday.
and concentrated training
For military discipline and orderly course, which will "keep them busy
from 7 in the morning until 11
movement to and from classes the caat
dets have been divided, alphabetically, night" will consist of 240 hours of
into two companies of 125 men each. ground school and 72 hours of flight
Each company is subdivided into five instruction. This 240 hours represents
pIatoons7"At first platoon leaders were quitean Jncreasepverthe72, hour,
chosen as .alphabetical chance placed eround course of the old CPT pro
them. Changes wijlcomeas abilities gram, but the basic" flight instruction
72 hours, remains the same.
are revealed.
"
Future Work
pre-flig-

off-dut- y.

admin-istratio-
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By JOB BINDLEY and JNORM WRIGHT
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Six Sophomores Prove Valuable

ParTolVfovster-CageSqua- d

Inlramurals Off
Takes
As-Nav-

y
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Over Gymnasium
By EARL

NELSON

Last Friday the Scot swimming team
lost their first meet of the season to
Case was
Case by a score of 42-3strongly favored to win the meet, but
it turned out that the final event, the
relay, decided the winner. The Woos-te- r
squad for this meet consisted of
eight men, two of whom had not even
been practicing with the team. A large
number, of the points were made by
the two freshmen on the squad, Ed
Holden and Ed Fulkman.
Having so few men out for swimming seems rather unfair to the men
on the squad and to Coach Munson.
The fellows-givtheir time and best
efforts to make the Wooster swimming team, and Coach Munson works
hard with these eight men. It seems
that more than eight fellows should
be out for swimming. It is true that
schedules are larger, and that time is
more valuable now than in normal
times, but to do justice to the school,
Coach Munson, and the fellows already on the squad, more than eight
men should be out for swimming. How
about it, some of you potential

Sports Editor

-
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Friday night they will be out to mar
the Raider's record.

y
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Freshmen Play.

1.

The first freshman to play in an in
game for Wooster was
im Weygandt who played in the Case
game last week. Weygandt was put
into the line-uafter several of the
members of the starting team had been
put out on fouls. Busack and Lind-bluboth freshmen, have been practicing regularly with the varsity, and
it is quite possible that we may see
more of the freshmen in the remain
ing games.
ter-collegi-
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Conference Win

Losing Early Lead
The Scot cagers ran into a familiar
jinx at Otterbein last Thursday, Woos
ter was defeated 48 to 42 after taking
an early lead which they lost hear the
end of the first half. Two years ago
a favored Wooster team also bowed
before Otterbein in their gym.
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vach have all been used as reserves
and will probably see more action as
the season progresses. Benson's shooting was outstanding last year, but he
seems unable to hit this year. Cooper
has been looking well in the last few
games, and should improve with experience. Williams has been hitting
the bucket consistantly, and with his
height he should develop into a good
basket ball player. Kovach is out for
the first time this year.

-

HI.

S.

Wooster's women are doing their
part in the armed forces as well as the
men, and are well' represented in the
WAACS and WAVES. Serving in
the WAACS are Katherine Neely, '37,
Dorothy Feiser, '40, and Mary Patterson, '38. These girls are all taking
the basic training course at different
centers over the country. There is
also a substantial waiting list, made up
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Box Score:

Wooster
Katherman

fid.

Lytle

Eicher
Sproul

......

2

1

1

0

8

3

... 0
6
0

Homan
Benson
Otterbein
Shiffler
Helsinger
Welbaum
Thomas
- Ferrall
Broughman

fl.

1

:.
.

,

fl.
1

5

2

3

0

2

T

4
0

1

'
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Scots Lose Tank
r

Opener at Case

--

Wooster opened its swimming sea'
son last Friday at Cleveland with
loss to a highly favored Case team by
a score of 43 to 31. It was a hotly
contested meet all the way, with the
final relay crowd- deciding the out
come. Wooster's eight man team was
sparked by two freshmen, Ed Holden
and Ed Fulkman, each swimming his
first intercollegiate meet.' Between the
two of them, they gathered three first
places, the only other first gained by
Wooster being the opening event, the
300 yard medley relay.
-

.

Case was led by their swimming
star, Bill Porter, who smashed two
Case swimming records in one after
noon, in the 60 and 100 yard free
style event.

The. outcome of the meet,
was pleasing

-;

however,

to Coach Munson and
from Wooster's good showing against
Case, it appears that the Scots may
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1

2

6
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2
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1
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1

1

0
7

2

2

12

35
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Tot,
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WOOSTER
Fid.
Katherman, f
4
Lytle, f ...........
...... 3
13
Eicher, c
.
6
1
Sproul, g
1
tot,
1
Homan, g
.
'
13
Craven, g
,:
.......
12
Weygandt, g
3
1
Deidrich, f
Williams, f L...
2
.....
Cooper," c
;r.
i
To'tals .......J.7,...,.,i.T.23
19

2

fid.

ZZT.:Z':.6

tot

.r.Zr.:.

Baretti, c
Jaroz, g
Yenny, g
Landon, g
Healey, g ......
Clark, g
Totals................

,

v
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9

1
1

7

2

14
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WAAC Draftsman
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54

have a favorable season, regardless o
the small team.
BOX SCORE
300 yard medley: Duncan, Holden
Hoffman (W) 'won, time 3:29.6.
220 yard free style: Gundlach (C)
1st, Britton (C) 2nd, Morris (W)
3rd., time 2:36.8.
60 yard free style: Porter (C) 11st
Carleton (C) 2nd, MacMillan (W)
'
3rd., time 31.6.
Diving: Hofstetler (C) 1st, Marwick
(W) 2nd.
100 yard free style: Parter (C) 1st
-- Roberts (C) 2nd, Morris W) 3rd
time 57.4.
150 yard back stroke: Fulkman (W)
1st, Duncan (W) 2nd, Gundla ch
(C) 3rd., time 1:51.
200 yard breast stroke: Holden (W)
1st, Crampton (C) 2nd, Hofmann
(W) 3rd, time 2:53.3.
yard free style:. Holden (W)
Parsons (C) 2nd, Morris (W) 3
time 6:21.2.
400 yard relay: Roberts, Erdmann
vjuncuacn, rorter it) 1st, time
4:33.0.

i

WAAC Laboratory

Hour Army has scores of iobs in the

Tchnidan

alert college women . . . jobs vital to the war , ,
jobs that will train you for interesting new careers
world. And here is good news
in the post-wa- r
indeed
you may enroll now in the
WAAC and be placed on inactive duty until the
Bchool year ends. Then you will be subject to
call for duty with this splendid women's corps
and be launched upon an adventure such as no

WAAC PAY SCALE
Officers
Director
Asst. Director
Field Director
1st Officer
2nd Officer
3rd Officer.

Cqulv. Rank

.

'

:
Carolled Members
Chief Leader
1st Leader
Tech. Leader
Suff Leader
Technician, 3rd Grade
Leader
Technician, 4th Grade
Jr. Leader
Technician, 5th Grade
Auxiliary, 1st Class
Auxiliary
"-:

"".--

1

-

L-

-

tat

Monthly Pay

Colonel

Major
Captain
1st Lieutenant
2nd Lieutenant
Master Sergeant

first Serfeant
Tech. Sergeant
Staff Sergeant
Technician, 3rd Grade
Sergeant
Technician, 4th Grade
Corporal
Technician, 5th Grade
Private, 1st Class
Private

$138.00
138.00
114.00
96.00
96.00
78.00
78.00
66.00
66.00
54.00

-

J

I

50.00

To thi bov ere tditd certain tltowencts for qutattn
nd lubtistenci when tuthorittd.
;

fast-growi-

$333.33
291.67
.' 250.00
200.00
166.67
150.00

It Colonel

WAAC for

j

ng

previous generation has, known.
New horizons . . . new places and people . . .
.interesting, practical experience with good pay
. . . and, above all, a real opportunity to help
your country by doing essential military work for
the U. S. Army that frees a soldier for combat
duty. These are among many reasons why thousands of American women are responding to the
Army's need.

Yeomen's

hmy

.

ll

11

0

.

with 19 points followed by Bob Ho'
man with 13 points. The two Otter
beln forwards, Shiffler and Helsinger
scored 13 and 12 points respectively.

Helen Merry, who was Voice, edi
tor in 1941, is enrolled in the Officer's
Training Course of the WAVES, sta
tioned at Smith College, Northamp
ton, Mass. Other WAVES are Katherine Patterson, '37, Christine Bryson,
'41, Mary Elizabeth Ackerman, '35,
Dorothy McClusky, '29, and Kather
ine Rahl, '35. There is also a lengthy
waiting list of Wooster alumnae for
cess.
the WAVES.

I

Lamina line testing

WAAC

AiJif

-

. .

5

fid. fl.

andBill Lytle.
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of Wooster girls.

Wooster Women Serve

(tT,

2,

5.

The Scots led 19 to 13 at the end
of the first quarter, but trailed 27 to
24 at the end of the half period as
Otterbein began to hit from all posi
tions. The Wooster quintet tied it up
at 38 all at the end of the third period
as Eicher and Homan began to hit
regularly, but scored only four points
In the final period while Otterbein con WOE
tinued at their previous pace.
Reiner, f
.'.... Harry Eicher led the Scot scoring
Newdome, f

tf

sWi'sJsJsjlS(f&3taOTO

Pictured from left to lights Rhoe Benson, StuCooper, Bob HQmanu3tanJWUliams,JohnJCovachj

er

Case Outscores Scots
The second quarter play slowed up
and the visitors took the edge in scoring
For the half, 11 fouls were
called on Wooster and 6 on Case,
When the second half was three
minutes old, Craven replaced Eicher
when Harry was chased on personals,
Then Sproull went out and Jim Wey
gandt had the honor of being the
first freshman to play varsity basket
ball under Mose Hole. He played a
good game, sinking three out of. six
field goals.
With the game nearly over and
Wooster leading jt4-3Mose cleaned
off the bench, sending in Stoneburner,
Williams, Deidrich and Cooper. This
quintet proved they had t in them
and outscored the best Case had to
offer 10-in the closing minutes.
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The six sophomores on the Wooster
cagers squad have contributed highly
to the success of the team so far this
season. Both Homari and Lytle have
started in all of the five games played
so far this season. Homan has been
hitting the basket consistently with his
Eicher Sparks Attack
long shots, and his defensive work
Harry Eicher, stellar center of Woos
has been outstanding. Lytle is a fine
ter, sparked his team with 14 points
team player and has been playing well
but was banished from the game early
both defensively and offensively.
in the second half. Soon after, he was
Cooper, Benson, Williams, and Ko- followed by Rich 'Sproull and Bob
Homan. The referee was heavy on the
whistle and called 26 personal fouls
against Wooster during the game and
154on Case.
Eicher started the scoring when he
tipped in one of Rich Sproul's long
shots. Yenney then scored a foul shot
for Case and Homan immediately retaliated wiht a field goal. Case sunk
another foul shot and Bill Lytle came
right back with two free throws. Case
took time but and the score was
and they never caught up.,
6--

Wooster Trounced
By Otierbein After
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The Wooster Scots played their first
home game of the season last Friday
with Case and came out on the long
end of a
score. Wooster obtained an early lead and held it
throughout the game.
The home teamrplayingTrtighrde- fensive game, held the Rough Riders
to only seven field goals, and but for
Case's ability to score from the foul
ine, they would have been swamped.
The Scots lead at the first quarter
.
5
at
at the half and 47-2the three-quartmark.
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Scots Meet Mount
Friday night marks a big step for
Wooster cage squad this season. The
Scots meet their traditional rivals at
Mount Union. This year there will be
two Wooster-Moun- t
Union games, one
played at Alliance and one at Wooster. For several years two Wooster-Moun- t
Union games has been the cry.
Both schools cancelled their games
with Bowling Green when the latter
dropped out of the Ohio Conference.
This gave both teams open date next
Friday, so the second game resulted
Last year Mount beat Wooster at .Al
liance, and the year before, the Scots
beat Mount on the Wooster floor. The
natural rivalry between the two teams,
and the fact that they are generally
fighting for the top positions on the
conference ladder makes the games be
tween these two teams very exciting.
The Purple Raiders have a good
record so far this year. They have won
five- - games.
x
.startsThe '..Scots
'have dropped two games in five starts,
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Wooster Defeats
Case In Second

Get out your weeping cloth, fit-and you girl fans of sectional
basket ball; intramural basket ball hm
been called off. It's only on mora
change this war has brought about.
The varsity basket ball team, the Nary,
the gym classes have monopolized the
use of the gym from early morninc to
the late hours every day.
Tournament It PoesibI
The last varsity zame is schedule!
for about Mar. 1 and then DerhatM a
short tournament or something along
that line may be organized but is yet
very indefinite. Coach Mose Hole
doesn't promise anything, however, a
there are some obstacles to this plan.
it will be "after season" then and
interest may lag and turn to other
:hings. Also, the Kenarden sections,
which were the main nucleus of past
seasons, will be partly broken up and
mattered in another week or two, making it difficult to organize teams. However it is hoped that all sections will
be able to produce a full
team on the
hardwood and it is suggested that
freshmen organize their own teams,
if and when the tournament becomes
a reality. Meanwhide we'll have to satisfy our basketball appetite
with the
varsity games which themselves are
fewer and farther apart.
Cest la
guerre!
Spring Sports Promising
Prospects for intramural volley-bal- l
and softball are a little more promising. With the coming of spring, there
will be twilight softball games
as in.
past years, out on the practice field.
In the interval between basket ball
and softball when it is too cold and
wet outside, there will be an attempt
at a volley-batournament if there is
sufficient interest to make it a iuc
lows,
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You will receive valuable training which may
fit you for many of the new careers which are
opening to women, and full Army pay while '
doing so. And by joining now you will have
excellent chances for quick advancement for, as
the WAAC expands, many more officers are
needed. Every member1 regardless of race, color
or creed has equal opportunity and is encouraged te compete for selection to Officer Candidate
School. If qualified, you may obtain a commission
in 12 weeks after beginning basic training.
Co to your WAAC Faculty Adviser for further
information on the list of openings, pay, and
promotions. Or inquire at any U. S Army
Recruiting and Induction Station.
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Upperclass Girls Direct Freshman Apprentice Plays

Munsc And Hole
FinMill
Take Charge of
Annual Playleis All Gym Classes
Tonight At 8:15 Among the many changes taking
Give

C L

JM.

sw.

--

Herb Rogers, Alice Neff

The next meeting of the French
club will be held on Tuesday evening,
Jan. 26. The meeting will take place
in lower Babcock at 7:15.
A' short business session will be held
primarily for the- purpose of electing
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The Freshman Apprentices will preplays Frisent a aeries of four one-ain Scott
8:15
day evening, Jan. 22, at
ct

The price of admission

auditorium.
is 28 cents.
The casts of the foiir plays chosen
are. as follows: tfiV first is directed by Herb Rogers, with Larry
Bob
Gabriel, Kenyon Corry, and
Burns, with Joe Lane and Don PatThe
terson on the stage crew.
second, directed by Alice Neff,, with
Betty Geaveland, Betsy Spencer, Sara
Lee Roser, Cary March, Sally Wade,
and Marjorie Lloyd, with Eleanor
Hadley in charge of properties.
r Betty Good will direct the third
with Jane Phelps, Betty Knox, Jean
Solmes, and John Geibel, with Ruth
Mast in care of properties.
The
fourth is directed by Jane Men-olwith Jeanne Wagner, Jim Patterson, Woody Paul, and Harold Mc- Comas,' with Mary Ellen Weisgerber
and Barabara Massey on the stage
d,

crew.

Under the supervision of the Kappa
Theta Gamma directors the appren- tices have been working hard on this
their first and only production of
their freshman year. It is here that
they receive the training and experience which enables them to take part
in the Gum Shoe Hop and other dramatic productions in the future.

Com pliments of

.

GRAY and SON
Coal and Builders' Supplies

CITY TAXI
812
DAY

NIGHT

WOOSTER FLORAL

Welcome Navy!

W.T.S. (War Training Service), formerly the C.P.T. is taking
gymnastics from Coach Munson and
drilling from Coach Hole. Coach
Schroeder is teaching beginning swim,
ming and signalling to the sailors instead of teaching gym classes as he did
last semester.
.The women's department has had
to make a few changes also. Last
semester ' this department had the en;
tire Saturday morning on its schedule,
but now the classes have been cut
down to the first and second hours
onlyTTiThrrlsTtwoouri-irr-th- e
morning have also been cut. Monday
and Wednesday evenings are game
nights, and it is possible that Friday
evening may be included.
Even the men students who are
minoring in physical education are
helping in the Naval schedule. They
are training the Navy boj's as well as
regular classes.
As yet, no definite plans have been
established. There are a few minor de.
tails to be arranged before everything
is shipshape.
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Arnold who did not return to
school this semester. A part of the rest
of the program will be spent in playing group games..
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Sigma Delta Pi will hold a meeting
on Monday, Jan. 25, at the home of
Miss Richardson. The program will
include a paper on Pan Americanism
by Connie Garvin. This will be the
first of a series of talks on Latin American relations to be given at future
meetings.
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Fortnightly
The next meeting of Fortnightly
on Monday, Jan. 25. A
program of dance music has been arranged, consisting of five piano
will be held

se-lectio-
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mm

of the apprentice

(Continued from Page 1)

The 'final, revised schedule for the
Scor basksrbalheam-- f

(Continued from Page 1)
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Watch Repairing

Jewelry

George H. Lahm

play tonight.

Student Fellowship

Dining Halls Adjust

At their first meeting of the year,

'

off-camp-

BROKEN LENSES

DUPLICATED

us

White Lenses....2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Lenses....2.50 to 3.00
Frames repaired while you wait

Welcome Navy!

W. T. WATSON
153 E.

Living accommodations for these
new men have also presented a probDr. Herring is hopeful for the
lem. Douglass hall has been taken over
of Latin America and .pointed
by. the navy - and freshman - men. are
out a , few - democratic forces and
living at various houses in town, and
trends which are molding Latin Amerwithirj the next few ... months,
ica. 1. Public schools Are being more
lodge and Hoover Cottage will
widely established everywhere; 2, The
'
also be used by the navy.
press of Latin America at its best is
on a level with the best papers in this
country. 3. The growth of a larger
middle class. 4. Organized labor. 5.
Politics are becoming more flexible
and representative. 6. Public movements expressing the desire for an
S,
allied victory.
be able to play in the

post-wa-

world.
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Barber Shop

.

fu-tu- re

Southeast Public Square

:Twill:Uniforms- -
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LUNCHE

For The Original

gc

HAMBURGER
"By The Bag Full"

n

OUR FINEST MATCHED

OUTFIT
Tailored of

THE

Mercerized-Sanforize-

Pants have serged seams,
Boatsail Drill Pockets.

NATIONAL BANK

Suntan Color

CAPITAL and SURPLUS

Y P E
I
DRUGSTORE

Loretta Young

-

WOOSTER

gc

Wayne County's

"A Night to Remember"

NAVY!

. .

INN

$2-9- 8

Oldest and

ARM

F

Largest Bank

SEARS

Cleveland Rd. Si Madison Ave.

ROEBUCK & Co.
227 E. Liberty St.

DURING JANUARY

Home of Better Footwe'ar

SPECIAL VALUES IN

FLORSHEIM

COUNTER
SHOP-WIS-

Pants

WELCOME NAVY MEN TO WOOSTER

Brian Aherne

WELCOME NAVY

. . $2.79

A IISTER SHOE STORE

Cor. Buckeye and Liberty

Y

Shirts

Established in 1845

S

d

WAYNE COUNTY

DAIRIES
HAMBURGER

twill.

wear-defyin- g

600,000.00

A Friendly Welcome

Paul Henreid

Optometrist
Liberty St.
Phone 51

-

We Specialize in Hamburgers
and Frenchfries

Welcome to You
Navy Men

SundayJan

1
7,Student Fellowship
listened
of music and
to
a
program
Dec. 14 Duquesne 40, Wooster 30
devotions presented by Betty Steiner,
16 Wooster 50, John Carroll 38
(Continued from Page I)
Ellen Vaugh, and George Mulder,
Jan. 14 Otterbein 48, Wooster 42
ing activities divided between the navFor the future meetings a new ser16
Wooster 54, Case 35
al and college students.
ies of discussions has been planned
19
Wooster 69, Hiram 29
22 Mount Union (away)
Dining facilities have undergone which will start at the next meeting
30 Cincinnati (home)
quite a great change. Since Kenardeh on Sunday, Jan. 24 at 9:30 a.m. in the
Feb. 4 Wittenberg (home)
dining room is being used by the navy, Big Four room. The, topic for these
6 Ohio Wesleyan (home)
all the men students are how eating discussions has not yet been announced. All upperclass students are
11
Denison (away)
in lower Holden along with the
13
Kenyon (away)
freshman women, and all invited to attend.
18 Findlay (home)
Holden, Holden Annex, and Hoover
20 Mount Union (home)
women have their meals in upper
25 '''Muskingum (away)
Holden. All these students now have
27 Oberlin (home)
the food served on trays which they
carry themselves. These trays are simMar. 6 Kent State (home)
ilar to those used by the navy, and reIndicates Ohio Conference games.
quire no individual dishes. Babcock
hall still retains the old system with
is disunity. He also stressed the imDICK MORRISON
portant role which Latin America may waiters for the tables.

To College Changes

Welcome Navy!

JEWELER
221 East Liberty St.
Parker Pens
Diamonds

George Mulder is the new president
of the club, replacing Charfes Som-mer- s
who graduated in December.

Last fall at Retreat the WAA voted
to set aside the money usually used
for transportation to play-day- s
at
other colleges and buy a war bond
with it. This fund usually amounted
to about 25, and now the bond hai
been bought and is in the treasurer's
office.
This Saturday the WAA board is
giving its annual benefit bridge and
tea for the Red Cross. Bridge starts at
two in Babcock basement. Prizes have
been donated by downtown stores, and
all the proceeds go to the Red Cross.
Tickets may be obtained from any
member of the WAA board, .....
Eleanor Homan reports that basket
ball practice started last Monday.
There are two sessions, one for juniors
and seniors from 7:15 till 8:15, and
for freshmen and sophomores from
8:15 till 9:15 on Monday and Wednesday evenings. Come one, come all.
If you have a class when your group
meets, you may come to the other
group. At least three practice sessions
are required before you are allowed to
play on a team. There will be club
teams, dorm teams, and independent
teams,' and the tournament will start
on Wednesday, Feb. 3. All juniors and
seniors "must have the.ir hearts checked
before' they can play irt the tourna'
ment.
The doubles badminton tournament
is - nearly - finished, and - the - singles
tournament is to begin next Monday.
The lower gym is open on Monday
and Wednesday evenings for anyone
who wishes to play.
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Herring Reviews
Americanism

HELEN E. ALLSPAUGH
Ass't Cashier

Corporation
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Pictured are Jane Menold, Alice Neff; .and Betty Good, directors

"Now, Voyager"

Cashier
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Bette Davis

Cashier and Secretary

Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance
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Sigma Delta Pi

"Ice Capades Review"

and Trust Officer
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Jerry Colonna
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WOOSTER

Wooster, Ohio

C J. KING
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SHACK

"Flying Fortress"
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Hello JVavy

and Trust Company

C I. CORRELL
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prominent speakers in former years.
In discussing the history of our relationship with Latin America, Dr.
Herring distinguished three phases:
1. A period of indifference and
which lastejuntil the
Spanish-American
War;
time of the
2. From the end of the Spanish-Americawar until 1927 during the administration of Calvin Coolidgefi we followed the policy of policeing Latin
Since 1927 the United States has
Please Return Pictures
adopted an entirely different philosThe Art department requests all ophy toward Latin America and has
people who have pictures from the attempted a "good neighhjor" policy.
Art building from last semester to reExpressing his opinion about the
turn them. New pictures for this se- general attitude of the Latin Amerimester are now available.
cans toward the warj Dr. Herring said,
"I see the great majority of the vocal
people are on the side of the allied
cause,-- However-don't believe- - Latin
America will contribute much (o the
war!" He pointed out that the material contribution of Latin America will
probably be small due to numerous
factors, the most important of which

Richard Green in

Vice-preside-

,

-

the

Commercial Banking

G. WILLIAMS- -

$.x..:.Xx-

Coaches Boles and Swigart transferred from teaching physical education to teaching navigation.

FRIDAY-SATURDA-

C
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.
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"Flowers For All Occasions"
Southeast Public Square

4

p.

And Jane Menold Are
Student Directors

.

place on this campus because of the
Naval Training is the coaching staff's
set-uCoaches Munson and Hole are
now handling all the men's classes,
where heretofore there were four
coaches, nainely Coach Swigart, Coach
Schroeder, andthe two mentioned
above. Coach Hole is coaching the basket ball squad, and Coach Munson is
working over his swimming squad.
The V-- l, V-- and V-- 7 Reserve classes
are also under the supervision of these
two coaches. The Reserves get a two
hour workout each Saturday during
the fourth and fifth periods.
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WEYENBERG

GROUP OF COATS

Large Stock of Wood Shower Clogs

ONE-HAL-

F

PRICE

Beulah Bechtel

E

AT
FREEDLAIIDERS

Winter Coats and Dresses

NEXT TO SCHINE'S

There comes a time. in every day
when you crave to crawl into a pair of
warm slacks and curl up on your bed
to do your studying. Naturally, you'll
want slacks that make you look trim
and1T littlebn the" longhand " lanky
side. Freedlanders has them, all sorts
of them. The best seller are the GREY
MEN'S WEAR FLANNEL at 5.98.
These same slacks come in Navy Blue,
in case you're partial to dark colors.
A good practical slack is the CORDUROY,
They're warm. They're
washable. They're good looking. The
colors will suit everybody and so will
the price of 4.95.
Get a SHIP'N' SHORE blouse of
cotton broadcloth to match or contrast
with your slacks. They come with short
sleeves at
1.29 or long sleeves at
1.39. They go well under suits and
sweaters and are amazingly easy to do
up.
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CLOTHIN G STORE
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The

Collier Printing
Corhp any
Printed and Engraved Stationery
We service

all makes

of

typewriters

Now pull yourself together with a
SADDLE LEATHER BELT and you
are all set. You'll find a nice choice
of belts at 1.00 in
on the. main floor.
the-Notio-

n

fchone 400

Bever and North Streets
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De-partme-
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Carol Scott

The City of Wooster and the WM. ANNAT CO. extend a
hearty welcome to the men of the Navy. We want to serve
you in every way possible. Below you will find a group of
"items which you may find useful.-- :

BLACK TIES, wool or silk
SOCKS, cotton or wool ...........;.!

SCARFS, all wool
REGIMENTAL KITS
All Wool

1.00

...39c, 45c, 75c
1.50,

2.50

1.95,

Scarf, Sweater, Wristlets

WELCOME NAVY MEN!

SHIBLEY
J

E

W

HUDSON
EL E R
&

-

Southeast Side of Public Square

.....3.95

'

EMERGENCY CLOTHESLINE

:......59c

Includes clothespins and line

PRESSING CLOTHS :.. .:..

.

..;.69c

Gives a perfect steam press

BUTTON SHINER"..

;.

50c

Button guard and polishing cloth

SWEATER WOOL
30c per ounce

,

QUICK LETTER STATIONERY
Combination envelopes and writing paper. No fuss, no waste

...25c

This can be knit on large needles if desired

(

Wm. ANNAT Co.

Woolcraft Shop

'
S.E. Corner Public Square..
Phone
SATURDAYS WE CLOSE AT 6 P.M.

965--
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